MOUNT YOUR INVESTMENTS ON INTELLIGENT STRUCTURES.
Nuevosol, the market leader for solar module mounting solutions, has been at the forefront of the solar revolution in the country. Pioneering innovation and actively promoting grid parity, Nuevosol has notched up a portfolio exceeding 1GW of successful turnkey installation projects.

Along the Gigawatt journey, Nuevosol has made breakthrough innovations, altered mindsets, and established new industry standards. Nuevosol has consistently improved upon its capabilities, meeting the rising demands of the industry and cementing the foundation of the nation’s renewable energy policies.
A SINGULAR PROMISING BEGINNING.
A NATION OF SECURED FUTURES.
Nuevosol was founded in 2011, with a vision to bring scientific rigor to the design and installation of mounting structures, and to promote indigenous alternates for solar module mounting structures.

Structures were long-perceived as off-the-shelf products, bereft of imagination or innovation. Nuevosol changed such perceptions. By introducing project-specific customisations, promoting process-oriented optimisations, and ensuring overall project financial feasibility, Nuevosol has fostered grid parity and continues to cater to the nation’s dream of a secure energy future.

Nuevosol’s core competencies:

- DESIGN
- SUPPLY
- INSTALLATION
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES. DEFINITE SOLUTIONS.
Fulfilling promises. Delivering projects.

Innovation, optimisation, and customisation form the basis of Nuevosol’s design and execution philosophies. Inspired by continuous feedback, and bolstered by a robust supply chain network the cycle continuously churns out newer, more robust products and promotes rapid installations.
45 manufacturing locations
5000+ MT per month capacity
50+ logistic partners
100 MWs delivered per month (Installing 2 MWs/day)
TOUCHING LIVES.
CROSSING MILESTONES.

Experiences matter the most, numbers allow us to reminisce about the many experiences. Nuevosol has amassed a cumulative turnkey experience exceeding 1000 MWS, in over 120 projects, spreading across 18 states of the Indian landscape.
SPEED OF EXECUTION

The speed of delivering hundreds of MWs in a span of few months is Nuevosol’s biggest strength.

SCALE OF PROJECTS

Be it small scale or large scale, Nuevosol expertise lies in executing projects in numerous soil types, various foundations with its presence across 18 states.
CELEBRATING EFFORTS.
EMBRACING ACHIEVEMENTS.
Nuevosol is the first in the industry to,

- deliver **400 MWs** in a span of 6 months.
- introduce newer materials like **Galvalume**.
- introduce **newer foundations** like under-reamed.
- execute bidirectional **12 degree contour** following in a **50 MW** plant.
- execute the **largest MW scale car port** in India.
- execute MW scale **metallic roof mounting**.
- install MW scale **ground mount in an airport**.
PARTNERSHIPS FORGED IN STEEL.
GALVANIZED BY TRUST.
COME WHAT MAY. OUR STRUCTURES ARE HERE TO STAY.
Miracles don’t happen overnight. It takes years of steadfast efforts to reach the pinnacle.